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Abstract

Density functional theory (DFT) provides convenient electronic structure methods for the study

of molecular systems and materials. Regular Kohn-Sham DFT calculations rely on unitary transfor-

mations to determine the ground-state electronic density, ground state energy, and related properties.

However, for dissociation of molecular systems into open-shell fragments, due to the self-interaction

error present in a large number of density functional approximations, the self-consistent procedure

based on the this type of transformation gives rise to the well-known charge delocalization problem.

To avoid this issue, we showed previously that the cluster operator of coupled-cluster theory can be

utilized within the context of DFT to solve in an alternative and approximate fashion the ground-state

self-consistent problem. This work further examines the application of the singles cluster operator to

molecular ground state calculations. Two approximations are derived and explored: i), A linearized

scheme of the quadratic equation used to determine the cluster amplitudes, and, ii), the effect of car-

rying the calculations in a non-self-consistent field fashion. These approaches are found to be capable

of improving the energy and density of the system and are quite stable in either case. The theoretical

framework discussed in this work could be used to describe, with an added flexibility, quantum systems

that display challenging features and require expanded theoretical methods.

1 Introduction

Electronic structure methods predict a very large number of measurable quantities that are used to

understand, characterize, and optimize chemical compounds and materials. Quantum mechanics is

the foundation upon which algorithms are designed and applied to compute electronic and structural

properties. From a fundamental standpoint, quantum mechanics states that with a complete knowledge
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of the wave function of the system one can thus be able to determine all the information about the

system of interest. For computational efficiency, however, density functional theory (DFT) serves as an

alternative to pursue such goal. In DFT one the primary objectives is the calculation of the electronic

density of the system, as opposed to the full wave function of all the electrons. Although it is common

to separate both, wave-function theory (WFT) and DFT, as separate fields, it can be argued that both

are intrinsically connected, especially from the algorithmic point of view.

DFT methods have been formulated on the basis of physical understanding of model systems and

small molecules. A notable example is the electron gas, which in many ways has led to functional

components that to date still remain an important part of a very large number of density functional

approximations (DFAs). These functionals are available for different energy “pieces” such as the

kinetic, exchange, correlation, and van der Waals energies. The kinetic energy is known to be the most

challenging energy to be expressed explicitly as a density-functional. For this reason, Kohn-Sham

(KS) DFT [1] is the most common theory within DFT that is utilized for practical calculations and

to derive concepts.[2, 3] As KS-DFT uses single-electron orbitals to determine a kinetic energy. As is

well known, even though KS-DFT practical calculations perform well for determining properties such

as molecular geometries, and optoelectronic properties of a very large number of compound types, it is

difficult for transition-metal systems [4], bond-breaking [5], and charge-transfer excitations [6], among

others, where erroneous charge delocalization [7–10] is a main manifestation of these adverse effects.

Extended DFAs that are free of incorrect charge delocalization should eliminate the main cause

for such adverse effect, the self-interaction error [11–14]. Additionally, improved methodologies must

also come with relatively low computational costs. Motivated by these considerations, and fueled by

advances in machine learning and the premise of new generation of computing technologies (classical

and quantum), theoretical methods are being advanced by the scientific community, with the goal of

extending the applicability of DFT methods [15–17]. These extensions include the development of force

fields, which are creating opportunities for detailed studies of systems at the mesoscopic scale [18]. For

example, artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms have been used to generate density functional

approximations [19, 20], and have been able to eliminate charge delocalization errors. On the other

hand, ANNs also have led to both transferable and specific force fields. This also includes ANNs being

used extensively in materials discovery and properties prediction [21–23]. Machine-learned interactomic

potentials, which are tailored for a particular system of interest demonstrate quite appealing theoretical

prospects for modeling mesoscale phenomena [24–30].

From a foundational perspective, the elimination of charge delocalization still remains a long sought

goal, where theoretical tools are still the subject of continued developments. This problem not only

manifests in DFT development, but also in WFT research. For example, it is known that there are

dynamically correlated post-Hartree-Fock methods that can also cause issues with size-consistency,

whereas the well-known exponential ansatz of WFT, in conjunction with spin-symmetry breaking,

offers a theoretically sound route to restore size-consistency (which implies size-extensivity as well).

We showed previously that this exponential operator, which in turn is determined by what is known
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as the “cluster operator” [31–41], can also prevent undesired charge delocalization in DFT calculations

[42]. The cluster operator in the ground-state case is limited in our calculations to single-electron

transitions, as it displays a high degree of accuracy at this level of excitation. The cluster amplitudes

that are used to construct the exponential operator are derived as the solution of a quadratic equation,

which is solved in an iterative fashion. Our proposed method, denoted as “eXp” (due to its relying on

the exponential operator), predicted with physical consistency the binding energy curves of classical

systems such as di-hydrogen, lithium hydride, and hydrogen fluoride, but we also show other cases

where the eXp method functions as an alternative to the standard unitary method of KS-DFAs, and

we suggested they are also compatible with the double-hybrid functional approach [43–45]. These

previous findings motivate the present work, where we further explore the eXp method under its

linearized version, which simplifies in a very accurate way the determination of the cluster amplitudes

and the exponential operator. We also examine non-self-consistent field calculations, where the single-

particle Hamiltonian is determined by the Hartree-Fock density, which is used to estimate directly the

cluster operator and its conjugate, the “lambda” operator. In this study we find that the linearized eXp

method performs quite well with excellent agreement with respect to the full quadratic scheme in both

cases, the self-consistent and the non-self-consistent ones. The eXp technique is applied to a couple

of known cases of severe charge delocalization (or strong self-interaction), with the goal of eliminating

it: The positively charged neon dimer, Ne+
2 , and lithium-fluoride, LiF. In addition, our methods are

applied to a set of molecules at their minimum-energy geometries, where we show that the linearized

eXp method performs quite similarly as the quadratic version in self-consistent-field (SCF) and non-

self-consistent-field (NSCF) calculations. However, the NSCF computations, as expected, are less

accurate that the SCF ones, but can be considered for calculations where computational acceleration

is needed. The simulations considered in this work are based on a single-particle Hamiltonian, but

they are also applicable to Hamiltonians that include two-body interactions, such as those used in

double-hybrid approaches.

2 Theory

3 Computational Details

Determining ground-state properties in KS-DFT begins with the calculation of the KS Slater deter-

minant |Φ〉 and subsequently the electronic energy. The wave function |Φ〉 is computed through the

minimization of an auxiliary single-particle energy, which depends on the single-particle Hamilonian,

or KS Fock operator. We denote this density-dependent operator as f̂ . The energy function that is

minimized in KS-DFT to obtain the orbitals is then 〈Φ|f̂ |Φ〉, and it leads to the standard KS equations

where the single particle orbitals are constructed through diagonalization of the KS Fock matrix. The

object f̂ is the sum of the kinetic, electron-nucleus, exchange-correlation (XC), and Hartree contribu-

tions.
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As an alternative to the standard procedure mentioned above, we stationarize the single-particle

energy with respect to cluster operators, where the reference is a Hartree-Fock (HF) wave function,

which we denote as Ψ0. This wavefunction, as expected, is constructed with occupied orbitals in the

HF molecular orbital basis set. This is a relevant detail, as our calculations rely entirely on such

molecular basis set. The HF wavefunction can either be a restricted or unrestricted reference. We

introduce an auxiliary right-handed wave function of the form |ΥR〉 = exp(+t̂)|Ψ0〉, and the left-ket

〈ΥL| = 〈Ψ0|(1 + Λ̂) exp(−t̂), where t̂ and Λ̂ are the cluster operators. The function to stationarize is

〈ΥL|f̂ |ΥR〉, so it leads to the auxiliary single-particle energy as:

Es = stat.
t̂,Λ̂
〈Ψ0|(1 + Λ̂)f̄ |Ψ0〉 (1)

where the symbol f̄ denotes the transformed operator exp(−t̂)f̂ exp(+t̂). We use this notation for

other operators too; so if Ω̂ is some arbitrary operator, then Ω̄ = exp(−t̂)Ω̂ exp(+t̂). The cluster

operators that we are interested in have the form t̂ =
∑
ai t

a
i â
†î, and Λ̂ =

∑
ai Λai î

†â. The indices i

and a denote occupied and virtual spin-orbitals, respectively. By stationarizing with respect to t̂ and

Λ̂ it is then implied that one must find, what we regard as vectors computationally, {tai } and {Λai }.
This demands that the derivatives of the function 〈Ψ0|(1 + Λ̂)f̄ |Ψ0〉 with respect to all the elements

Λai and tai are all zero.

We denote fpq as the matrix element, 〈χp|f̂ |χq〉, where χp is a Hartree-Fock spin-orbital; this

implies that fpq can be non-zero for p 6= q. We then have that the t-amplitudes derive from the

equation:

0 = fai +
∑
b

tbifab −
∑
j

taj fji −
∑
jb

fjbt
b
i t
a
j (2)

And the Λ-amplitudes are obtained from the linear system MΛ = −f , where

Mck,ai = Rck,ai −
∑
j

taj fjc −
∑
b

tbifkbδac (3)

and

Rck,ai = fcaδik − fkiδca (4)

The symbol f represents the Fock matrix as a vector, (f)ai = fai. We denote the process of determining

t through Eq. 2 as the quadratic eXp scheme, or “Q-eXp”. It, Q-eXp, can be solved using the quasi-

Newton method where an estimate to tai is updated according to the equation:

tai ← tai −
Lai

faa − fii
(5)

Where Lai refers to the left-hand side of Equation 2.

By neglecting quadratic terms in Eq. 2, we obtain the approximation:

Rt = −f (6)

We refer to this scheme as “L-eXp”. This approximation requires the solution to a linear system of

equations, so it avoids the need for iterations to find t. On the other hand, this linear matrix equation
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can be further reduced to the simple, approximated, analytical expression: tai = −fai/(faa−fii), which

we used before as a first estimate to start a the iterative cycle in Q-eXp. In this work we explore the

L-eXp and Q-eXp methods in NSCF and SCF procedures. So NSCF L-eXp, for instance, refers to

the use of the linearized eXp method, Eq. 6, where the amplitudes are computed only one time, and

the XC and Hartree potentials are evaluated at the Hartree-Fock densities; the same applies to NSCF

Q-eXp.

Obtain Hartree-Fock wavefunction
(restricted or unrestricted)

 0

<latexit sha1_base64="dqKJ97JFDp//ze54Bgoy64+RfNg=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KklR2+6KblxWsA9oh5JJM21sJhmSjFCG/oMbF4q49X/c+Tdm2goqeuDC4Zx7ufeeIBbcWIQ+vNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9oG5VoylpUCaW7ATFMcMlallvBurFmJAoE6wSTq8zv3DNtuJK3dhozPyIjyUNOiXVSu980fIAGxRIqI4QwxjAjuHqBHKnXaxVcgzizHEpgieag+N4fKppETFoqiDE9jGLrp0RbTgWbFfqJYTGhEzJiPUcliZjx0/m1M3jilCEMlXYlLZyr3ydSEhkzjQLXGRE7Nr+9TPzL6yU2rPkpl3FimaSLRWEioFUwex0OuWbUiqkjhGruboV0TDSh1gVUcCF8fQr/J+1KGZ+Vz2/OSo3LZRx5cASOwSnAoAoa4Bo0QQtQcAcewBN49pT36L14r4vWnLecOQQ/4L19Amkdjws=</latexit>

Compute cluster amplitudes 

{tai , ⇤a
i }

<latexit sha1_base64="F9kGqteQbAZd6YHJ7uVZHCzN4wc=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KCGRFt1ZdOPCRQX7gCSGyXTSDp08mJkIJcS/ceOvuBFRpFu/xEmbgrZeGDhzzrl37hwvpoQLw5gopZXVtfWN8mZla3tnd0/dP+jwKGEIt1FEI9bzIMeUhLgtiKC4FzMMA4/irje6zvXuI2acROG9GMfYCeAgJD5BUEjKVS9TezrEYgPPSQ29YeRVM3RjDmZMZqfCJQ+w9mTfyul9mF/sLHPV6tyrLQOzAFVQVMtV3+1+hJIAhwJRyLllGrFwUsgEQRRnFTvhOIZoBAfYkjCEAeZOOt0x004k09f8iMkTCm3K/u5IYcD5OPCkM4BiyBe1nPxPsxLhXzgpCeNE4BDNHvITqolIy1PT+oRhJOhYAogYkbtqaAgZREJmW5EhmItfXgadM92s6427erV5VcRRBkfgGJwCE5yDJrgBLdAGCDyDV/ABPpUX5U35UiYza0kpeg7Bn1K+fwDX/KLc</latexit>

Determine electronic density 
and DFT Hamiltonian

⇢, f̂

<latexit sha1_base64="EAZRK+PmHF+sSBfgmfnvxyJJsR4=">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</latexit>

Energy difference < threshold? SCF calculation?

No

Yes

Calculate/report properties

No
(NSCF)

Yes
(SCF)

L- or Q-eXp

Figure 1: Flow chart summarizing steps carried out in an single-point calculation based on an

eXp method (linear or quadratic). The cluster amplitudes are determined with respect to the

Hartree-Fock reference and molecular basis.

Given the solution to the above problems the energy is calculated as:

E = 〈Ψ0|(1 + Λ̂)e−t̂ĥ0e
+t̂|Ψ0〉+ EHxc[ρ] (7)

where ĥ0 is the core Hamiltonian (kinetic plus electron-nuclei attraction energy operators), and ρ(r) =

〈(1 + Λ̂)ρ̄(r)〉. The term EHxc refers to the sum of the Hartree and XC energies, where the XC energy

is approximated with a DFA. The steps followed to calculate the ground-state energy, and related

properties are summarized in Figure 1. As usual, in the SCF cycle the electronic density is updated

until the energy variation between iterations is below a certain threshold. In the NSCF approach the

cluster amplitudes are only determined one time, with the Fock operator being based on the (U)HF

electronic density, or density matrix if the XC functional is hybridized.

An important quantity in our calculation is the fundamental energy gap of the system, as our

iterations depend on differences of the type faa − fii, at moderately long distances a few of these
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can be close to zero, which cause instabilities. To eliminate them, we use a regularization scheme in

which the Fock operator is modified by the t cluster amplitudes, so the new operator is f̂α = f̂ + αt̂,

where the regularization number α > 0, and the problem is solved with respect to such single-particle

Hamiltonian, otherwise the methodology remains the same. In Ref. [42] we show details of this

regularization procedure. For the quadratic method Q-eXp, in Eq. (5) the difference faa − fii is

replaced by faa − fii + α and the term Lai by Lai + αtai . For the linearized eXp method, we just add

the constant α to all the diagonal elements of the matrix R. Around minimum-energy, or equilibrium,

geometries we do not find a need to use such regularization scheme, but there are other cases where this

is necessary. Regularization is a benign procedure that eliminates instabilities and is used in standard

coupled-cluster [46–49], perturbative theories [50, 51], multireference methods [52], and related theories

such as pseudo-potentials and machine-learning.

4 Computational Details

The calculations presented in this work were run using a series of python scripts based on the PyQuante

suite [53]. The local spin-density approximation (LSDA) is used in pure and hybridized forms. Two

hybrids of interest are considered, the “half-and-half” one, consisting of 50 % HF exchange, 50 %

LSDA exchange, and 100 % LSDA correlation energies, we refer to this functional as LSDA-H. The

second hybridized functional is denoted as “LSDA-75”, consisting of 75 % HF exchange, 25 % LSDA

exchange, and 100 % correlation energies. All our bond-dissociation calculations were performed with

the 6-31++G** basis set. The convergence threshold for the (unrestricted) HF calculations is 10−8

au, and for the t-amplitudes in the Q-eXp case 10−6. Tighter thresholds are possible, but were not

needed in our simulations. The SG-2 grid is used to represent the XC potential and energy-density and

to compute the XC energy. Reference calculations were performed with the Q-Chem computational

chemistry software[54] for the standard KS calculations with the LSDA-H and -75 functionals, which

are built using its user-defined density-functional interface. Reference unrestricted coupled cluster

singles and doubles (UCCSD) were also carried out with Q-Chem. For Table 1 shown in next section,

the minimum-energy geometries derive from MP2 calculations using aug-cc-pVQZ calculations that

were performed with the NWChem program [55].

5 Results and Discussion

We begin our discussion with the Ne+
2 system. At dissociation of this diatomic molecule, the unre-

stricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) spin-symmetry process yields one atom as being neutral and the other

one with positive charge. However, with a density functional such as the purely density-dependent XC

LSDA, the energy levels of the atoms display an undesired behavior from the point of view of spin

symmetry breaking: The lowest unoccupied p spin-level of the cation lies below that of the occupied

p-shell of the neutral atom by about 18 eV, so the SCF algorithm will bias the ground-state mini-

6
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Figure 2: Performance of standard and eXp methods for the binding energy curve of Ne+2 , where

R denotes the internuclear distance: a), Comparison between a standard hybridized KS-LSDA

calculation, self-consistent linearized eXp, and UCCSD. This curve shows that the linearized

eXp calculation closely follows that of the standard KS-LSDA hybrid. b), Comparison between

linearized and quadratic self-consistent eXp computations and a linearized non-self consistent

simulation (all with α = 0.1 au). The NSCF calculation works well at equilibrium, repulsion,

and dissociation, with some relatively small differences otherwise.

mization toward a charge-transfer configuration (where an electron is shared between the two atoms),

delocalizing the positive charge and unphysically lowering the energy, as the Ne−Ne+ (neutral-cation)

configuration energy configuration has a higher energy. The eXp method we propose can eliminate

this problem in a pure LSDA calculation, but it requires strong regularization for moderately long

distances between atoms. As mentioned before, which is well-known in the literature, the cause for

charge delocalization is the self-interaction error. Therefore, it is possible to add HF exchange until

the standard KS method performs appropriately at dissociation. This happens, for example, when the

amount of HF exchange is 75 %, as shown in Figure 2.a, where our linearized eXp method reaches

a size-consistent result, as well as the standard spin-symmetry-broken KS-LSDA-75 method. At this

hybridization strength, however, the binding energy is underestimated with respect to UCCSD, which

is more reliable in this case. But the L-eXp SCF result follows closely the standard KS-LSDA-75.

Even at this level of hybridization, nevertheless, there are differences in energy level that are close to

zero, when this occurs there are instabilities in the cluster amplitudes. For this reason, our calculation,

L-eXp, includes a regularization number of 0.1 au. In previous work [42] we showed these eliminate

iterative divergences while maintaining physical consistency with the parent methods used for com-

parison. As highlighted previously, an eXp calculation can proceed in a self-consistent fashion or not.

In Figure 2.b we show that the linear and quadratic eXp SCF approaches yield very similar results,

7



whereas the linearized eXp method shows some deviations, but it remains physically meaningful with

respect to the SCF calculations.

In our spin-symmetry breaking approach, at dissociation the left and right atomic systems are

decoupled, so even if the energetics are unfavorable for the neutral configuration, a cluster amplitude

where charge transfer takes place is not possible. For this reason, the charge delocalization is eliminated

in the ground-state calculation. An example of such scenario is the functional we refer to as “LSDA-

H” (50 % HF exchange, 50 % LSDA exchange, and 100 % correlation). Figure 3.a shows that the

standard KS-LSDA-H technique yields a binding energy that is quite low at dissociation, due to the

fractional-spin errors in the LSDA-H functional. The self-consistent linearized eXp method corrects

this binding energy curve and ensures that the binding energy meets physical expectation, where it

must tend to zero, as in the UHF and UCCSD results. As opposed to the LSDA-75 functional, LSDA-H

in combination with L-eXp overestimates the binding energy around the equilibrium distance, hence a

HF exchange weight between 50 and 75 % could give a better result for this matter, or a self-interaction

corrected functional such as a Perdew-Zunger GGA. Further evidence of recovering size-consistency is

provided in Figure 3.b, where the charge of UHF, L-eXp, and UCCSD tend to the expected symmetry

broken result: one neutral Ne atom, and one Ne cation. The KS-LSDA-H result is unable to break the

spin symmetry, resulting in the underestimation of the binding energy at long interatomic distances.

This molecular system, Ne+
2 is challenging because it displays both charge and spin entanglement,

quantum effects not encoded by conventional density functional approximations (for other difficult

systems, see Ref. [56]). Because of this, the conventional approximations, even though give the right

charges, predict erroneous energies and densities (although the charges are correct). Spin-symmetry is

consistent with a collapse of the wavefunction at long distances, hence better energetics, and can serve

as a starting basis for a re-symmetrization (not explored in this work) consistent with charge and spin

entanglement. Despite the mentioned benefit of spin-symmetry breaking, in a LSDA-H LR TDDFT

(linear response time-dependent DFT) procedure, the state of negative excitation energy associated

to the spurious charge-transfer excitation would return. This is because of the inherent existence of

such state which would manifest in the LR-TDDFT eigenvalue problem. But for higher amounts of

HF exchange this effect can be eliminated, as discussed next for the LiF system.

We now discuss to the dissociation curve of lithium fluoride, which despite its relative simplicity

as a diatomic molecule, it has been an important system in theoretical chemistry development; there

are fluoride systems that are challenging in DFT method development [56]. The unregularized eXp-

based self-consistent method can be unstable at moderately long distances between atoms, not a full

dissociation. To understand an underlying reason for this behavior, separate (non-hybrid) LSDA

calculations of the fluorine and lithium atoms show that the lowest unoccupied orbital of the F atom,

with energy -10.3 eV, lies energetically below the highest occupied spin orbital of the Li atom, which

has an orbital energy of -3.2 eV. Therefore, in case the electronic interaction is weak, the cluster

operator during the SCF steps will attempt to transfer an electron from lithium to fluorine (similarly

as in the Ne+
2 case), as it is favorable for the sake of minimizing the energy. This in turn causes an

8
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Figure 3: Binding energy of Ne+2 and its atomic charges computed with different methods: a),

Energies determined by linearized eXp method (LSDA-H functional), KS LSDA-H, UCCSD,

and UHF. b), Atomic charges of each atom as determined by each method used in a).

eventual divergence because the system tries to force itself to be mostly dominated by a charge-transfer

state. Such charge-transfer state of low energy is eliminated by setting the amount of HF exchange as

75 %, and by employing the linear or quadratic eXp method. However, at some intermediate distances

between equilibrium and dissociation it requires α = 0.2 due to a few energy level differences (faa−fii)
being too close to zero. We employed a similar value for the hydrogen fluoride in past work, where

we showed, again, that the results remain physically consistent. Even though not tested in this work

because of its unavailability, in our opinion a very appealing improvement in this direction would be

the inclusion of purely density-based self-interaction corrections.

To obtain a dissociation curve for LiF our method relies on the UHF reference. At quite long

distances, as expected, the wavefunctions localized correctly. However, examination of the fully con-

verged UHF solution of LiF reveals a sudden jump in the value of the 〈S2〉 operator. The ground-state

spin-square S2 value is thus non-analytic at a single point. In standard hybrid KS-LDA calculations

this also introduces a non-differentiable point (or non-unique force value) in the dissociation curve, as

shown in Figure 4.a. In contrast, however, in an eXp simulation such jump causes a similar unphysical

step in the binding energy curve because the spin-decomposed exchange energy is sensitive to sudden

changes in the spin-densities, and the solution to the DFT problem is pursued in a post-HF fashion;

in other words, if the spin-density suddenly changes so could the exchange energies. This issue may

be resolved if S2 is either forced to change smoothly, or is maintain fixed. To achieve this, we per-

form a fully converged UHF calculation at a relatively long distance, 8 Å, for example. The potential

energy curve is then scanned by reducing step-by-step the internuclear distance R, where the UHF

is updated only one time, Figure 4.b. Such procedure enables us to keep the S2 value of the system
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Figure 4: a), Binding energy curves of lithium fluoride computed with the linearized NSCF

eXp method vs unrestricted standard KS LSDA-75, including the first excited state for both

methods; “EE1” stands for the first excited state. a) Steps followed to compute ground- and

excited-state energies.

nearly constant. This gives a symmetry-broken reference wave function in which each atom remains

nearly neutral. Around the equilibrium distance of the system such reference wavefunction does not

correspond to the HF wavefunction of the system. We therefore let the algorithm update the t ampli-

tudes, but in the linear-response TDDFT step, we include a contribution from the symmetry-broken

reference of the system; such change only requires a minor modification to the algorithms. Hence, the

LR TDDFT solutions produce both the ground and excited states of the system. In our algorithm

then, the LR TDDFT eigenvalues are given with respect to the reference. An auxiliary wave function

in our methodology is of the form |ΨI〉 = (XI
0 +

∑
aiX

I
aiâ
†î)et̂|Ψ0〉, where Ψ0 is in this case a NSCF

UHF wavefunction, and XI = (XI
0 , {XI

ai}) is the so-called excitation vector corresponding to state I,

which can either be the ground or an excited state. The energies {ΩI} and vectors XI with respect to

the reference are found solving a LR-TDDFT eigenvalue problem of the form AXI = ΩIX
I , where A

is the Jacobian matrix in the excitation basis.

We find that the standard, symmetry broken (unrestricted), KS-LSDA-75 SCF result for LiF is size-

consistent for the ground-state. However, there are two other issues that are present in this simulation:

First, at dissociation, the charge-transfer configuration is not the first excited state, as expected, but

instead a local excitation of the fluorine atom. Second, the unrestricted SCF LSDA-75 calculation also

features a jump in the value of the squared spin operator, to which the excitation energies are sensitive

too. Hence, even if the local fluorine excitation were ignored, a sudden jump remains. In Figure 4 we

also show the NSCF L-eXp result (however, the other methods, NSCF L-eXp, SCF Q-eXp, or NSCF

Q-eXp yield very similar dissociation energies due to the need for regularization). The L-eXp ground

and first-excited state values are qualitatively correct. There is a point of near-degeneracy between

the ground and excited states, and the charge transfer excitation is dominant at long distances. The
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Table 1: Norm of dipole vectors and absolute value of ground-state energies computed with

non-regularized L-eXp and Q-eXp, in NSCF and SCF ways, and using the (non-hybrid) LSDA

XC functional, for a set of molecules at their equilibrium geometries. Values in atomic units.

Q-eXp SCF L-eXp SCF Q-eXp Non-SCF L-eXp Non-SCF

Molecule Dipole Total Energy Dipole Total Energy Dipole Total Energy Dipole Total Energy

H2O 0.887 75.868168 0.887 75.868168 0.882 75.868080 0.882 75.868078

CO 0.079 112.416288 0.080 112.416288 0.496 112.398708 0.505 112.39811

CH3OH 0.750 114.787583 0.749 114.787583 0.709 114.783330 0.708 114.783279

CH3F 0.772 138.717566 0.772 138.717566 0.649 138.708433 0.647 138.708284

HCN 1.190 92.610848 1.190 92.610848 1.017 92.607709 1.014 92.607646

H3O
+ 0.677 76.137484 0.677 76.137484 0.680 76.137398 0.680 76.137398

OH− 0.731 75.249223 0.731 75.249223 0.689 75.243512 0.689 75.243331

LiH 2.211 7.911541 2.211 7.911541 2.107 7.910796 2.105 7.910774

LiH2
+ 1.231 8.284455 1.230 8.284455 1.221 8.284399 1.221 8.284399

value of this excitation also agrees with FCI calculations, as well as the fact that the gap between

the ground and first excited state is quite small around the anticrossing point. However, the ground-

state binding energy at equilibrium is underestimated, as well as the internuclear distance at the

anticrossing point. Nonetheless, these features could be fixed, we believe, by an improved density

functional approximation, specially suited for this type of physical situation.
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Figure 5: Convergence of the linearized and quadratic eXp methods for the the minimum-energy

geometry of carbon monoxide and fluoromethane.

We now discuss the interplay between the different ways to perform calculations: The Q- and L-eXp

methods with and without self-consistency. It is important to remark that even though a calculation

based on cluster operators can be non-self-consistent, the full (self-consistent) Hartree-Fock orbitals

are employed as the starting basis in this present analysis (summarized by Table 1). As an example,

we choose the carbon monoxide and fluoromethane molecules at the minimum ground-state-energy
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configuration and consider the convergent behavior of L- and Q-eXp. Figure 5 shows that only few

steps are required to converge the eXp wavefunctions for an energy threshold of 10−6 au. For CO,

L- and Q-eXp behave nearly identically, where a quite small difference is observed for fluoromethane.

Our method does not require too many steps because a Hartree-Fock calculation was performed prior

to the SCF eXp simulation. In the molecular set considered, as shown in Table 1, the self-consistent

L- and Q-eXp techniques perform quite similarly. Some differences are noticeable, however, when

the cluster amplitudes are determined non-self-consistently, especially for CO and CH3F. These two

molecules require the most SCF steps, which correlates well with the differences seen in the NSCF

calculations. If regularization were applied, we would expect fewer SCF steps, but not necessarily

more agreement with the unregularized NSCF calculations, unless these are regularized as well. For

this set of molecules the NSCF step in general improves the properties of interest. This may suggest

then that the NSCF procedures can be of use for practical electronic structure calculations, particularly

in cases where computational savings are needed. An eXp NSCF calculation may also be performed

with regularization, if required. The issue of instabilities in cluster amplitudes is not inherent to our

method only, but it is common in CC theory in general, when energy differences are very small, for

example in semi-metallic systems. But with some form of regularization it can be eliminated.

6 Conclusions

As an alternative to the standard approach to solve the Kohn-Sham DFT electronic structure problem,

we investigated approximated solutions by means of singles-based cluster operators and amplitudes.

These solutions could serve as a basis for the development of algorithms free of the delocalization

error, with a broader view of electronic excitations, and capable of delivering size consistency in

general (whether the auxiliary Hamiltonian of the system is single- or multi-particle in principle).

We found several potential approaches for the use of this operator in the calculation of alternative

single-particle wavefunctions, thus offering flexible pathways for practical calculations. The linear

approach seems to be quite convenient due its relative accuracy and computational cost. Even though

the cluster operator in DFT can be of use in numerical procedures, its applicability to systems that

are inherently of multireference character (from a WFT point of view) is an unexplored subject, but

clearly encouraging. In this direction, the theoretical procedures presented here may serve for the

formulation of electronic structure models that either couple with automated approaches, or with

techniques that rely on localization/symmetry-breaking of orbitals in order to describe challenging

quantum systems. As it is well-known, different systems need different degrees of self-interaction

corrections. For this reason, connections with quantum embedding [57] could be beneficial to improve

accuracy by assigning different exchange mixtures to different subsystems in a large molecular system.

This, in conjunction with eXp calculations, could be of interest for density functional calculations with

expanded capabilities.
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